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U.S. military totally woke: New plan
devotes 1 of every 6 pages to diversity,
climate change
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Aviation Boatswain's Mate (Handling) Airman Ethan Bowser directs
an MH-60S Sea Hawk from Helicopter Sea Combat Squadron 23
aboard expeditionary sea base USS Miguel Keith in the Pacific
Ocean, Aug. 11, 2021. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication
Specialist 2nd Class Hector Carrera)

By Micaela Burrow
Daily Caller News Foundation
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The Pentagon’s Strategic Management Plan for 2022 to 2026
prioritizes climate and diversity, equity and inclusion in short-
term goals to supplement broader strategic objectives.

One of the three goals focuses entirely on managing
anticipated impacts of climate change.

A second falls almost entirely under a broader Diversity,
Equity, Inclusion and Accessibility strategy to help DOD
“eliminate perceived barriers for advancement,” “build a
climate of dignity and respect” and prevent extremist behavior.

Nearly one of every six pages of a document detailing the
Pentagon’s management strategy are devoted to combating climate
change and fulfilling Diversity, Equity and Inclusion initiatives.

TRENDING: Mom of 3 wheelchair-bound after savage attack:
Suspect reportedly shadowed her for miles before striking

The Strategic Management Plan for 2022 to 2026, released
Tuesday, covers 124 pages and underscores the actions the
Department of Defense (DOD) is taking to fulfill the Biden
administration’s broader national defense strategy. It lays out high-
level, long term goals and steps the department will take to
accomplish those objectives and overcome anticipated challenges,
as well as performance metrics for so-called Agency Priority Goals
(APGs) that include climate and diversity targets.

“Challenges in building a diverse workforce must be holistically
addressed through strategic, systemic intervention and must
support the DoD mission; global talent must be matched to global
security challenges,” the document says.

The APGs “are intended to highlight priority policy and
management areas where agency leaders want to achieve near-
term performance advancement through focused senior leadership
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attention,” the document states.

Of the three short term goals outlined in the document, aimed for
completion between 2022 and 2023, one zeroes in entirely on
managing anticipated impacts of climate change and consumes
about eight pages in the document.

Is wokeness killing the U.S. military?

WND is now on Trump's Truth Social! Follow us @WNDNews

DOD plans to increase the number and resiliency of energy
sources to withstand extreme weather conditions associated with
climate change, including building solar-power microgrids and
adding military installations to a DOD Climate Assessment Tool to
“support climate-informed decision making,” with a goal of 100%
use by 2024, the document states.

In a separate section, the Navy touted the release of its climate
action plan for the decade, creation of a Climate Change Working
Group and completion of a first-of-its-kind climate change tabletop
exercises to better prepare for fighting in extreme environments.
The Air Force also highlighted its first ever climate strategy,
published in October.

The second goal, focused on assembling a ready and skilled
workforce, falls almost entirely under a broader Diversity, Equity,
Inclusion and Accessibility (DEIA) strategy for 2022 and 2023 to
help DOD “eliminate perceived barriers for advancement,” “build a
climate of dignity and respect” and prevent extremist behavior.

To support DEI in the workplace, the Pentagon seeks to increase
the representation of minority groups in underrepresented career
fields and senior-level positions within the military, according to the
strategy. In 2023, 46.4% of new hires fell into racial and ethnic
minority categories compared to 44.2% the year prior, and the
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Pentagon hopes to keep that number nudging upward.

In research and development, the Pentagon wants to strengthen
cooperation with universities and colleges that focus on minority
recruitment.

While the Pentagon plans to measure how DEI principles are
adhered to across the agency, it has not set any targets for the
upcoming years.

The Navy, Air Force and Intelligence and Security office each
devoted portions of their performance report to highlighting DEI
programs implemented over the past year, such as an Air Force
inclusivity training that aims to help airmen understand one
another’s “lived experiences” and “serve as their authentic selves.”

Every line of effort helps the Pentagon conduct operations “from
humanitarian assistance to nuclear deterrence and everything in
between,” the document states.

The White House requires the Pentagon, along with all federal
agencies, to submit a Strategic Management Plan alongside the
president’s annual budget request to Congress.

EDITOR'S NOTE: Long the world's most Christian nation, America
today is being taken over by a new "official" national religion, one
being imposed on the entire populace by every major societal
institution, from government, media and big tech, to academia,
entertainment and business.
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This new state religion is Wokeism. "Going woke" conjures up
visions of someone claiming to be acutely sensitive ("awake") to
"systemic social and political injustice." And not just alleged bigotry
against blacks, but toward every other "minority" as well, from
LGBT folk – especially everything transgender and "nonbinary" – to
"undocumented immigrants." All of them, being VICTIMS,
intrinsically more virtuous than the shameful oppressor class:
primarily heterosexual white males.

This new "woke" consciousness has turned America upside-down –
from the nationwide Antifa and Black Lives Matter riots in 2020, to
tearing down of historic monuments, to demanding multi-million-
dollar reparation payments for blacks, to appointing transgenders
as top government officials, to rampant reverse discrimination in
every area of life, to the U.S. military imposing mandatory "diversity
training" and transgender pronoun use on all personnel, causing
recruitment to disastrously plummet.

Yet there is hope. Being "saved" – which in Wokeism is called being
"woke" – is largely a matter of worshipping victimhood by becoming
an "ally" and "defender" of all the many victim classes, and a
determined enemy of the straight white male oppressor class.
Thus, "joining the righteous" as an ally – even if one is cursed to be
a straight white male – opens the door mercifully for salvation, even
to the most wretched.

That is the power of the religion of Wokeism. And it's explored as
never before in the February 2023 issue of WND's critically
acclaimed monthly Whistleblower magazine. If you've ever
wondered, for example, exactly how the most radical elements in
American society are successfully pressuring the biggest
corporations into adopting the most outrageous and immoral
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policies imaginable, even when doing so permanently damages
and devalues the company, the stunning answers are in this issue
of Whistleblower, titled "WOKEISM: AMERICA'S OFFICIAL
STATE RELIGION."

This story originally was published by the Daily Caller News
Foundation.

Content created by The Daily Caller News Foundation is available
without charge to any eligible news publisher that can provide a
large audience. For licensing opportunities of our original content,
please contact licensing@dailycallernewsfoundation.org.

SUPPORT TRUTHFUL JOURNALISM. MAKE A DONATION TO
THE NONPROFIT WND NEWS CENTER. THANK YOU!
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